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Abstract i . 

The problem of the restoration of physical quantities defined 
by divergent perturbation expansions is analysed. The Pad£ and 
Borel summabillty is proved for alternating perturbation expan¬ 
sions with factorially growing coefficient*. The proof la based 
on the methods of the classical moments theory. 



1. Introduction 

The idea that perturbation expansions (PE) in coupling con¬ 

stant g in quantum physic* are divergent asymptotic series was 

suggested by Dyson [1] almost thirty five years ago. It is obvi¬ 

ous that in such a case an ordinary summation is not a correct 

•ethod of the restoration of the expanded function and some "gen¬ 

eralised summation methods" (GSM) should be used. First attempts^ 

based on the Fade method, made in the late 60 s concerned model 

calculations [z] as well as theoretical investigations of the 

applicability of GSM (for example Fade method for enharmonic os¬ 

cillator) [3] . They are necessary because in any particular case 

the applicability and uniqueness of GSM snist be examined and that 

is the price which one should pay for giving up the condition of 

analyticity of the theory in the origin of the complex g plane* 

The Hyson idea was confirmed by the die00very of the factorial 

growth of the P£ coefficients, showed at first numerically, for 

enharmonic oscillator [k] , and next theoretically £5] * for a 

very wide class of quantum mechanical and field thaoretloal 

models. This property drew theorists attention to the Borel (in 

some cases connected with conformal mapping) method of summation 

of the divergent series and to its modification,the Psde-Borel 

method, which uses the Pade method in summation of the series in 

the integrand of the ordinary Borel integral. A significant prog¬ 

ress achieved in computation of higher PE coefficients haa made 

it possible to do explicit computations in many quantum mechanical 

and field theoretical models and to compare them, in the simplest 

cases, with exact results available by computer methods, for 

example, with the numerical solutions of the SchroViinger equation. 

A detailed discussion of the results obtained may be found in the 



literature, so hero we only mention the beat examined models. For 

example, in the quantum mechanics an analysis was made for th« 

gx anharmonic oscillator (by Bprol method f6]), for screened 

CouXorab potential V(r) a - r" f(lcr) including the Yukawa and 

ilulthon potentials (by Psde method [73 ) and for the funnol-like 

potential V(r) = r + er (by Pade-Borel method [7]). In quan¬ 

tum field theory the applications of GSM hava been based on the 

Uorol method and have referred to the scalar ^ models, whore 

critical exponents in the ^\ii) model and asymptotic* of the 

tD 

Ge 11-Mann-Low function in the (̂<«) model were computed and suc¬ 

cessfully compared with experimental and general theorotical 

results [8], As stated before, the use of GSM of cha perturbation 

expansion in any particular case ueods a proof of its applicabi-

ii ty and uniqueness. The rigorous results are known in aome cases 

liks thf already mentioned ehe Pads' summation of PE of energy 

levels for anharmonic oscillator or the Borel summation of the 

same quantities [3»9] or the Borel summation of PE of Schwin-

Rer functions in v in two and three dimensional Euclidean 

space-time £|0]« In what follows wo present a proof of applica¬ 

bility .id the uniqueness criteria of various GSM of the per¬ 

turbation expansions in the case when they are alternating series 

and their coefficipnts have an asymptotically factorial shape. 



2, Perturbation aeries coefficients aa Stieltjes moments 

Let ua consider some quantum mechanical or field theoretical 

quantity <£> (g) (for example bound state energy, the generating 

functional of Green functions, the Cell-Mann-Low function and so 

on) which depends on real positive variable g interpreted as 

coupling constant. In the Euclidean version of the path integral 

formalism such a quantity is given by the non-gaussian functional 

integral 

(2.1) 

where A X ( ^ ) is the gaussian measure, $ ( ^ ) is a functional 

depending on fields iv which defines the meaning of Ĉ > and 

Sr(^jg) A* the full interaction action including the counter-

terms needed. For the majority of the non-trivial models the 

exact calculation of the integral (2.1) is impossible. The only 

quantities which may be calculated by existing computational 

technics are derivatives — " a - v ° — in the point g = 0 , 

Let us define * 

{2'z) 

In the standard perturbation method f are interpreted as coef¬ 

ficients of the Taqlor-Maclaurin expansion of D C c ^ whose sum 

fied vith ^C 0, )• Tliis is incorrect in the case when 

ia not holomorphlc in the neighbourhood of g = 0, that 



is, If ST(u>;,g) la * singular perturbation* It seens to be the 
rule in quantum physics and means that the point g • O is •»-
sontially singular and the PE is divergent in the whole plana 
of complex g. .Exact calculation of the integrals (2*2) is a ae-
rious technical problem solved explicitly only for tbe first few 
n's but approximations based on the saddle point method let state 
that for many typical models f have an asynptotic representa¬ 
tion of the form £ J 

A o (2.3) 

with calculable parameters •, ̂ u., (t., V.. wnloh, by * 
Stirling formula, is equivalent to the representations 

Zl (!>̂ "4 (2.4a) 

y ^ ^ ł A - j ) 

where oCo= (^p* ^ o = ^ - •«» the coefficients ft- and j- ; 
are uniquely determined by otr . 

Ihe Gaussian functional Integral (2.2) is rigorously defined 
and calculable for natural n, but by analogy to the Integrals 
of finite dimensionality It seeas quite reasonable to consider 
it aa the definition of the function of complex variable s In 



the domain j arg z |< ~ . In this sector of the complex plane 

the derivation of tba asymptotic formulas (2.3, 2.ka and 

remains valid, so instead of (2.2) we may consider a complex 

function 

) 

characterized for \ z 1-—5" OO , | arg z I < 3L by asymptotic 

panaion 

which neano that f (z) belongs to tha class of asymptotically-

equivalent functions [11J of the type 

where F(z) is any function with asymptotica defined in (2,6), 

Ina function f (z) is analytic in its domain and uniquely de¬ 

termined by its values for positive integer z. Ana.'yticity la 

a consequence of »n analogy between (2.5) and finite dimensional 

Integrals of such a type. Due to tha analyticity of f (z) the 

function F(z) in (2.7) has also to be analytic for jarg z\< -j 

Its analytical and asymptotical properties guarantee, according 

to Carlson1'8 theorem _̂ 123» that F(z) is uniquely determined 

by its values for natural z so Is f (z). lhe considered 

function (2*7) m*.y b* represented by Mellln s Integral 



00 
^ G O = ^ - Р ^ г ^ * ! ) ^ ) . \ d t t 2 " 1 $ * 0 0 (2.8} 

where 

3--» i. ОС л 

Л _ \ J , + -boS?(b ( .s* |b+*^ 3 P(s^ (2.9) $*Ct) - 4г" \d* t - b a s ^ ( r s - ( b ^ ) ^ ( s ) 
-J 

cr- L K' 

because f ( z ) i s regular for (arg x\ <C -4- and owing to the 

asy.-nptotics of F{z) and Г1 function va have 

а Л ^ 

(2 .10) 

Muj^M e-"^1 e L^,*) i _ 
* . / U L X + I 4 + - * — " 

^ \j2ir а 

which i s a necessary condit ion for (2 .8) to hold according to 

general theorems i n Mellin'a transformation theory [ l3l< Asym

p t o t i c expansion of f (z) (2 .6) def inea the asymptotic shape of 

Г ( t ) , vhich belongs to the c laas of asymptot ica l ly equivalent 

funct ions 

file:///j2ir


which, follows frora asymptotic properties of Mellin'a tranaform 

[\k] and means that f*(t) is positive definite in the neigh¬ 

bourhood of Infinity, Moreover, f*(t) is non negative on tho 

whoIs positive reel oemiaxis. Indeed, lot ua suppose that there 

exists a point t € (0t oo) sr.cta that 

- Ceo 

The intergral (2.12) does not depend on the choice of the lino 

of integration Q--t I1}, because the integrand is analytic in 

the right half plane and tends to zero vhen imaginary part of its 

argument tends to infinity (2.10). Using this we may take 3* big 

enough to dominate (2.12) by the leading term of the asymptotics 

of F ( s ) . Such a procedure gives 

0 

which contradicts supposition (2.12),. Following our previous 

results wa are able to state that f (z) is represented by the 

Stioltjea integral, that is^that there exists the nondecrnasin* 

function ^(?->~) defined on £°» Co ) for which 



PO 

o 

so we can formulate 

Corollary 1t The sequence of perturbation expansion coef¬ 
\n-o» which «ro the value* of f(z) for z na¬ ficients (f

n\n-o» 
tural, define the Stieltjes problem of moments 

The interpretation of the perturbation series coefficients 
ae Stioltjes moments gives a possibility of the restoration of 
the expanded function even In the case when the expansion con¬ 
sidered is divergent everywhere. It also gives some information 
about the nature of the PE, namely about its asymptotic charac¬ 
ter. Restoration procedure, suggested by Corollary ,, may be 
baaed on either Padł [i 5J or Dorel £i6] generalized surma t Ion 
method and in the following considerations ve shall analizę hot I 
of them in a more detailed way. 

3, Pade summation of the perturbation series 

According to Corollary 1 the perturbation expansion coef¬ 
ficients are the moments of the measure Or (u) defined on 
[o, Oo ), that is 

oo 
""dOO (3.1) 

which means that the formal perturbation expansion of ^3 (g) 



ftfi) 

is the BO called Stieltjes series. The properties of the Pade 

approxlmants of the functions belonging to this class ara well 

known and may be listed as foliowa Ci5ji 

51 - Any sequence of [M + J, Mj Fade approximants to a 

series of Stieltjes converges to an analytic function in the cut 

complex plans - 00 <̂  z <T O aa M tends to infinity, 
oo ~ * . 

j >. - 1. Moreover, if S ( L ) 2,<«+4 diverges then all these 

sequences tend to a common limit* 

52 - The [M, ll] and £M - 1 , MJ approximanta calculated 

for nonnegative real values of the argument form the best upper 

and lower bounds available using only a given number of coef¬ 

ficients. The use of higher M, that la of additional coefficients 

improves the bounds. The same holds for the first derivativea. -

S3 - The function defined by the Stialtjee series admits 

op 
integral representation 

O 
_ 

0 
The above propertiea moan that the considered field theoretical 

quantity <^ (g) (2,1 ) given by ^incalculable functional 

integral, whoae derivatives in g « O have the asymptotic* 

(2*3), may be defined in terma of an ordinary Integral with 

unknown Stialtjaa measure 

10 



and bounded for physical values of the coupling constant by the 
Psde approximanta to its perturbation expansion 

'"O/O 

with accuracy depending on the number of coefficients uaed in tb« 
calculation. In addition, if these coefficients do not grow too 
fast with the increasing n (the divergency condition in SI ia 
roughly equivalent to fn <f (2n)t), auch a method determines 
'X> (g) in the unique way what foliowa immediately from SI 
and (3.U) . 

Corollary 2% Per turbaf > <*n series may be summed by the Pade 
method under some very genoral assumptions concerning the asym¬ 
ptotic behaviour of its coefficients, and there exists a claas 
of models when- r,his method plves a unique result* 

k. Borel summation of the perturbation series 

Borel'a method is probabł^ the most frequently used method of ge¬ 
neralised summation, that ie of tha restoration of the function 
defined by divergent series. Nowadays we do not know what ge¬ 
neral conditions are necessary for this method to be uaed but 
one porticu.tiar case is mathematically well understood. Hi is is 
tho case when an unknown function <£> (g) has formal scries 

21. T V C"i)'Vl' a 3 i t s strong asymptotic expansion of the 
-o/C •* 



order, k and the Watson's theorem is valid [_9,17J , that is if 

we have 

Theorem It The function I>(z) has the aeries 2^ i v ( - ? V
v 

_ _ _ _ _ _ a - >-./o •> ' 

aa its strong asymptotic expansion of the order k if it la 

analytic in the sector S a -) z r 0 <' | z \ <f R, i are » I < ^r t £ 

and there exist constants C, **- and 'y auch tliot for all 

natural N and for all z € S 

A/0 

Under these conditions C (z) may be uniquely summed by the 

Borel method, that i s i t may be represented by Le>plaee-1 ike 

integral 

00 

0 

where ^ > 

We see that conditions of this theorem, especially analyticity, 

are not easy to check but in the case whsn perturbation series 

coefficients are the Stieltjos moments we may use the result 

which is a small modification of the theorem of Hamburger and 

Nevanlinno £i5j• 

Theorem 2 t L o t n o n d e c r e a B i n g function CT(u) U t [o, OO ) 

have finite moments up to the order 2n 

S-^ = \ d<3"(aO''U- k = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 2 n ( i ) 
o 

! 2 



than thare exists the function 2Z (z)> analytic in the complex 

plane cut along real positive seoiiaxis, preserving the relation 

Q < S""\r ^^t2' for any Im z + 0, and admitting the inte¬ 

gral representation 

\ 

for which 

O O - ^ s;t-i>. ^ (ii±) 

uniformly in the sector S = < z i O <̂  (z ( <^ R, arg z£(-H + S, u-S) 

with any b ̂ > O and (lii) means upper limit* The Inverse 

theorem is true under condition (ill) valid even if z c iy, 

and when the conditions about analyticity are fullfilled. 

The proofs of both theorems differ from the standard ones 

only in details and we omit them. 

Using the ~»ct that perturbstijn series coefficients f 

have representation (2.8), that is that they define the 

Stieltjes problem of moments and satisfy the conditions of 

theorem 2, we obtain for all N and all z belonging to 

S . U i 0 < U I < R# are z € (-M t $, T - & ) , S>ol 

«-•* vi 

)- H \^ C-*) I < C a 



whore C => max |F(z)j according to (2,8), Because of theorem 2 

<p (2) is analytic in S and all the conditions of Watson's 

theorem are satisfied for J^. * 1 and JU. = 2 no we have 

Corollary 3« If perturbation aeries coefficients f do not 

grow too fast with the increasing n the aeriea may be uniquoly 

summed to an analytic function by the Borel method, that is 

00 

vhere 

•nd 

Comparing the above results witki those obtained by the Pad/ 

method we see that in both methods the uniqueness condition is 

similar and, roughly speaking, has the form of the bound 

In the caae when (4.5) i« not satisfied the Pede method seems to 

have some advantages because It gives the bounds (3,k) for C (g) 



for positive real values of g and this result does not depend 

on particular ahepe of f . In the Borel method we have to con¬ 

trol the difference between ^ (g) and the truncated series 

(theorem 1 (i))which can be done because of theorem 2 but, fur¬ 

thermore, <̂ > (c) must have an analytic continuation In many 

sheeted Rlemann surface according to the conditions of the 

Watson's theorem. 72ie last is not guaranteed by theorem 2 and 

should be proved separately in a different way which has been 

done only in some special models mentioned In the Introduction. 

5. Conclusion 

We have considered the Pade and Borel summation of the per¬ 

turbation expansions with factorially growing coefficients. We 

showed that the set of perturbation expansion coefficients (which 

do not grow too fast) contains enough information to restore the 

oxpandod function in a unique way. In the,models which do not 

fullfill these conditions we need additional information about 

the coupling constant dependence of the expanded quantities, the 

same happens when the perturbation expansion is nonalternating. 

The same is the rule for the models with degenerated vacuum, like 

double well potentials In quantum mechanics and nonabellacv gauge 

theories. In these cases the proposed methods may be used only 

for unphysical values of the coupling constant and results ob¬ 

tained have to be continued to the physical values of this para¬ 

meter. Such a continuation may be possible if the analytic pro¬ 

perties of the function are known, but this kind of Information 

is lost in the perturbation expansion because of its asymptotic 

character and may bo achieved only by easentially nonparturbative 



methods of a n a l y s i s of coupling constant dependence in these 

modele» 
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